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We consider a bilinear optimal control problem where the state equation is a
Kirchhoff plate equation. The control acts as a multiplier of the velocity term.
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Ž . 4yM F h t F M and uniqueness of this optimal control for T sufficiently small.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of controlling the solution of a Kirchhoff plate
equation. The motion with appropriate boundary conditions describes the
motion of a thin plate which is clamped along one portion of its boundary
and has free vibrations on the other portion of the boundary. We consider
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Given control
h g U s h g L‘ 0, T ; yM F h t F M , 4Ž . Ž .M
Ž .the ``displacement'' solution w s w h of our state equation satisfies
w q D2 w s h t w on Q s V = 0, TŽ . Ž .t t t
w x , y , 0 s w x , y , w x , y , 0 s w x , y on VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 t 1
› w
w s s 0 on S s G = 0, T ,Ž .0 0›n 1.1Ž .
ƒDw q 1 y m B w s 0Ž . 1 ¥›Dw on S s G = 0, T ,Ž .1 1q 1 y m B w s 0Ž . §2›n
where V ; R2 with C 2 boundary, › V s G j G , G l G s B, G / B,0 1 0 1 0
² :n s n , n is the outward unit normal vector on › V, and1 2
B w s 2n n w y n2 w y n2 w ,1 1 2 x y 1 y y 2 x x
›
2 2B w s n y n w q n n w y w .Ž .Ž .2 1 2 x y 1 2 y y x x›t
The direction t in B w is the tangential direction along G . The plate is2 1
clamped along G and has free vibrations along G . The constant m,0 1
10 - m - , represents Poisson's ratio.2
We take as our objective functional
1 T2 2J h s w y z dQ q b h t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /2 Q 0
‘Ž .where z in L Q is the desired evolution for the plate and the quadratic
term in h represents the cost of implementing the control. We seek to
minimize the objective functional, i.e., characterize an optimal control
h* g U such thatM
J h* s min J h .Ž . Ž .
hgUM
For background on plate models and control, see the books by Lagnese
w x w x w x w xand Lions 16 , Lagnese 14 , Lagnese et al. 15 , Kormornik 12 , Li and
w x w xYong 20 , and Lions 22 . The bilinear control case treated here does not
w xfit into the Riccati framework 18 ; even though the objective functional is
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wquadratic, the state equation has a bilinear term, hw . See 4, 6, 9]11, 13,t
x17 for control papers involving Kirchhoff plates. Bilinear control problems
similar to the problem here were introduced in three papers by Ball,
w x w x ŽMarsden, and Slemrod 1]3 , and in Bradley and Lenhart 5 with control
.on a coefficient of a zero-order term, hw .
In Section 2, we show well-posedness of our state problem. In Section 3,
we show the existence of an optimal control by a minimizing sequence
argument. In Section 4, we derive a characterization for optimal controls,
in terms of the solutions of an optimality system. The optimality system
consists of the state equation coupled with an adjoint equation, and it is
Ž .derived by differentiating the objective functional and the map h “ w h
with respect to the control. The existence of the solution of the adjoint
Ž .problem had to be handled in an unusual way due to the y hp term. Fort
T sufficiently small, the uniqueness of the optimal control is shown by the
Ž .strict convexity of the functional J h with respect to h.
2. WELL-POSEDNESS OF THE STATE EQUATION
We will begin by proving existence, uniqueness, and regularity results for
the state equation. We first define our solution spaces,
› w
2 2H V s w g H V N w s s 0 on GŽ . Ž .G 0½ 50 ›n
and
H s H 2 V = L2 V .Ž . Ž .G0
2 Ž .Note that the bilinear form on H V ,G0
a u , ¤ s DwD¤ q 1 y m 2w ¤ y w ¤ y w w dV ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .H x y x y x x y y y y x x
V
2 Ž . 2induces a norm on H V which is equivalent to the usual H norm onG02 Ž . Ž w x.H V see 11 .G0
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..DEFINITION 1. Given h g U , w s w h s w h , w h is a weak so-Ä ÄM t
Ž . Žw x . Ž . Ž .lution to 1.1 if w g C 0, T ; H , w 0 s w , w , and w satisfiesÄ Ä Ä0 1
T T² :w , f q a w , f t dt s hw f dV dtŽ . Ž .H H Ht t t
0 0 Q
2 Ž . ² :for all f g H V , where ? , ? denotes the duality pairing betweenG0w 2 Ž .x 2 Ž .H V 9 and H V .G G0 0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.1 i . Let w 0 s w , w g H and h g U . Then the systemÄ 0 1 M
Ž . Ž . Ž .1.1 has a unique weak solution w s w h s w, w .Ä Ä t
Ž . Ž .ii In addition, if w , w g D , where0 1 0
D s w , w g H 4 V l H 2 V = H 2 V :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .½ Ž .0 0 1 G G0 0
Dw q 1 y m B w s 0 on G ,Ž .0 1 0 1
›Dw0 q 1 y m B w s 0 on G ,Ž . 2 0 1 5›n
2Ž .and if h g U l C 0, T , then the weak solution satisfiesM
w x 4 2 2w g C 0, T ; H V l H V = H VŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä Ž .ž /G G0 0
and
w x 2w g C 0, T ; L V .Ž .Ž .t t
Ž . 2Furthermore, Eq. 1.1 holds in the L sense.
Ž .Proof. i To write the system in semigroup form, we define the
operator A:
Aw s D2 w with domain
D A s w g H 4 V l H 2 V : Dw q 1 y m B w s 0 on G ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . G 1 10
›Dw
q 1 y m B w s 0 on G .Ž . 2 1 5›n
Then define operator A by
A: H 4 V = H 2 V “ HŽ . Ž .G0
0 IAw s w with D A s D .Ž .Ä Ä 0yA 0
Ž .Then the state equation 1.1 can be written as
d
w t s Aw t q Bw tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä
dt
w0w 0 s w s ,Ž .Ä Ä0 w1
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with
0
Bw t s ,Ž .Ä h t w tŽ . Ž .2
Ž . Ž .where w t s w x, t . Using skew-adjointness, the operator A generates2 t
a strongly continuous unitary group on H. Since B is a bounded perturba-
w xtion of A on H, by standard semigroup theory 23 , we have the conclusion
Ž .of i .
Ž . 2Ž .ii Assume that w g D and h g U l C 0, T . From the varia-Ä0 0 M
w x Ž .tion of parameters 23 and i ,
tAt AŽ tyt .w t s e w q e B w t dt , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä ÄH0
0
where e At represents the semigroup generated by A. Proceeding to for-
Ž .mally differentiate 2.1 in the t variable and defining a new variable
dwÄŽ .¤ s ¤ , ¤ s , we seek a solution of the formÄ 1 2 dt
tAt AŽ tyt .¤ t s Ae w q Bw t q Ae Bw t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä ÄH0
0
Setting
tAt AŽ tyt .F¤ s Ae w q Bw t q Ae Bw t dt , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä ÄH0
0
we seek a fixed point of F, i.e.,
F¤ s ¤Ä Ä
Žw x .has a unique fixed point in C 0, T ; H . Note that
t AŽ tyt .Ae Bw t dtŽ .ÄH
0
d dt tAŽ tyt . AŽ tyt .s y e Bw t dt q e Bw t dtŽ . Ž .Ä ÄŽ .H Hdt dt0 0
t0 0At AŽ tyt .s yBw t q e q e dtŽ .Ä H h w q hwh 0 wŽ . t t tt1 0
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Ž .Thus from 2.2 , F can be rewritten as
t0 0At At AŽ tyt .F ¤ s Ae w q e q e dt .Ž .Ä Ä H0 h ¤ q h¤h 0 wŽ . t 1 21 0
Ž . Žw x .Since w g D A and h is continuous at t s 0, F: C 0, T ; H “Ä0
Žw x .C 0, T ; H is bounded. We now verify that F is a contraction on
Žw x .C 0, T ;H for small T for 0 F t F T ,0 0
5 5F¤ y F¤Ä Ä C Žw0, T x ; H .1 2 0
t 0AŽ tyt .F e dtH h ¤ y ¤ q h ¤ y ¤Ž . Ž .t 11 21 12 220 Žw x .C 0, T ; H0
t
25 5F sup h ¤ y ¤ t dtŽ . Ž .H L ŽV .t 11 21
00FtFT0
t
25 5q sup h ¤ y ¤ t dtŽ . Ž .H L ŽV .12 22
00FtFT0
5 5F T C ¤ y ¤ ,Ä Ä CŽw0, T x ; H .0 1 2 0
1Ž5 5 5 5 .where C s max h , h . Taking T - , we have that F is aC w0, T x C w0, T xt 0 C
Žw x . Ž .contractive mapping on C 0, T , H . To complete the proof, we set ¤ TÄ0 0
Ž .where ¤ is the fixed point as the new initial data and repeat theÄ
Žw x .argument to obtain F as a contraction on C T , 2T , H . Repeating this0 0
w xprocedure yields the result on 0, T .
We observe first that
w xw , w g C 0, T ; H ,Ž . Ž .t t t
2Ž . Ž .and then hw g L Q with Eq. 1.1 givest
2 w x 2D w g C 0, T ; L V .Ž .Ž .
By standard elliptic theory,
w x 4 2w g C 0, T ; H V l H V .Ž . Ž .Ž .G0
We now present an a priori estimate needed for the existence of an
optimal control.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1 A priori estimate . Gi¤en w g H and h g U , the weakÄ0 M
Ž .solution to 1.1 satisfies
1r22 M T5 5w F C 1 q 2 MTe , 2.3Ž . Ž .Ä CŽw0, T x ; H . 1
5 5with C s w .Ä H1 0
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 n4Proof. Since D is dense in H, there exist sequences, w in D andÄ0 0 0
 n4 2Žw x.h in C 0, T l U , such thatM
w n “ w strongly in HÄ Ä0 0
and
n 2 w xh “ h strongly in L 0, T .Ž .
n Ž . n nDenoting by w the solution of 1.1 with initial data w and control h ,Ä Ä0
n Ž . nw has the additional regularity from Theorem 2.1 ii . Using w as aÄ t
Ž .multiplier in 1.1 , we obtain
s 2n n 2 n n n n0 s w w q D w w y h w dV dtŽ .H H Ž .t t t t t
0 V
s s s1 d 1 d2 2n n n n ns w dV dt q a w , w dt y h w dV dt.Ž .Ž . Ž .H H H H Ht t2 dt 2 dt0 V 0 0 V
Consequently, we have
1 12n n nw x , y , s dV q a w , w sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H t2 2V
s1 22n n n5 5s w q h w dV dtŽ .Ä H H H0 t2 0 V
s1 2 2n n5 5 5 5F w q M w t dt.Ž .Ä ÄH H H02 0
Gronwall's Inequality implies
2n n nsup w x , y , s dV q a w , w sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H t½ 5
V0FsFT
5 n 5 2 2 M TF w 1 q 2 MTe , 2.4Ž . Ž .Ä H0
Ž .which gives the desired result for smooth approximations. Now since 2.4
does not depend on the C 2-smoothness of the hn, we can pass to the limit
Ž .and obtain 2.3 for w.Ä
3. EXISTENCE OF OPTIMAL CONTROLS
We now prove the existence of an optimal control by a minimizing
sequence argument.
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THEOREM 3.1. There exists an optimal control h* g U , which minimizesM
Ž .the objecti¤e functional J h o¤er h in U .M
 n4Proof. Let h be a minimizing sequence in U , i.e.,M
lim J hn s inf J h .Ž . Ž .
n“‘ hgUM
n Ž n.By Lemma 2.1, for w s w h ,Ä Ä
5 n 5 C2 M Tw F C e .Ä CŽw0, T x , H . 1
On a subsequence, we have
n ‘ w x 2w ' w* weakly* in L 0, T ; H VŽ .Ž .G0
n U ‘ w x 2w ' w weakly* in L 0, T ; L VŽ .Ž .t t
n U ‘ w x 2w ' w weakly* in L 0, T ; H V 9Ž .Ž .ž /t t t t G0
and
hn ' h* weakly in L2 0, T .Ž .
In weak form, w n satisfies
T n n n n² :w , f q a w , f t dt s h w f dQ, 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht t t
0 Q
2 Ž .where f g H V . In the convergence as n “ ‘, the only difficult term isG0
Ž .on the RHS of 3.1 . We now show convergence of the RHS. Define the
nŽ .sequence of functions ¤ t by
¤ n t s w n x , y , t f x , y dV ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H t
V
Ž .so that the RHS of 3.1 becomes
T n nh t ¤ t dt.Ž . Ž .H
0
 n4We note that ¤ is uniformly bounded, independent of n, by the a priori
Ž . n 2Ž .estimate 2.3 . By the continuity of w in time into L V , for each fixed t,t
¤ n t “ ¤ t s wU x , y , t f x , y dV pointwise as n “ ‘,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H t
V
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w xusing the weak convergences above. By Egorof's Theorem 24 , for any
w x Ž .« ) 0, there exists a set E ; 0, T such that m E - « and
n w x¤ t “ ¤ t uniformly on 0, T _ E.Ž . Ž .
Then we obtain
T Tn n n n< < < <h ¤ y h*¤ dt F h ¤ y h*¤ x dtŽ .H H E
0 0
T n n< <q h ¤ y h*¤ x dt.Ž .H w0 , T x_ E
0
w xThe integral term on 0, T _ E approaches 0 as n “ ‘ by the uniform
n w xconvergence of ¤ “ ¤ on 0, T _ E. The integral term on E can be
estimated,
T Tn n n< < < < < <h ¤ y h*¤ x dt F M ¤ q ¤ x dtŽ . Ž .H HE E
0 0
5 n 5 2 5 5 2F M ¤ q ¤ m EŽ .Ž .L Ž0 , T . L Ž0 , T .
F Cm E ,Ž .
Ž .where C does not depend on n and m E - « . Hence we obtain the
desired convergence,
hn w nf dQ “ h*wUf dQ.H Ht t
Q Q
n Ž .We can pass to the limit in the w PDE and obtain w* s w h* , theÄ Ä
Ž .solution to 1.1 .
Since the objective functional is lower semicontinuous with respect to
weak convergence, we obtain
J h* s inf J hŽ . Ž .
hgUM
and h* is an optimal control.
4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS
We now derive necessary conditions that any optimal control must
satisfy. To derive these necessary conditions, we must differentiate our
Ž . Ž .functional J h and w s w h with respect to h. The differentiation of J
and uniqueness result give a characterization of the unique optimal control
in terms of the optimality system.
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LEMMA 4.1. The mapping
w xh g U “ w h g C 0, T ; HŽ . Ž .ÄM
is differentiable in the sense
w h q « l y w hŽ . Ž .Ä Ä
‘Ä w x' c weakly* in L 0, T ; H ,Ž .
«
Ä Ž .as « “ 0, for any h, h q « l g U . Moreo¤er, the limit c s c , c is a weakM t
solution to the system
c q D2c y hc s lw in Qt t t t
c x , y , 0 s c x , y , 0 s 0 in VŽ . Ž .t
›c
c s s 0 on S0›n 4.1Ž .
Dc q 1 y m B c s 0 on SŽ . 1 1
›Dc
q 1 y m B c s 0 on S .Ž . 2 1›n
« Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž « .Proof. Denote by w s w h q « l and w s w h . By 1.1 , w y w r«Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
is a weak solution of
w« y w w« y w w« y w
2 «q D s h q lw in Qtž / ž / ž /« « «t t t
with homogeneous initial and boundary conditions. Using the proof of
Lemma 2.1 with source term lw «, we obtaint
«w y wÄ Ä
« C M T25 5F lw e .L ŽQ.t
Žw x .« C 0, T ; H
But we have a priori estimates on w«,t
5 « 5 2 5 5 5 « 5lw F T l w F C ,ÄL ŽQ. ‘ CŽ0 , T ; H .t 1
using Lemma 2.1 on w«. Hence on a subsequence, as « “ 0,Ä
w« y wÄ Ä
‘Ä w x' c weakly* in L 0, T ; H .Ž .
«
ÄSimilar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can obtain that c is a weak
Ž .solution of 4.1 .
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We obtain the existence of an adjoint solution and use it in the
Ž .differentiation of the map h “ J h to obtain our characterization of an
optimal control.
THEOREM 4.1. Gi¤en an optimal control h* in U and correspondingM
Ž . Ž .state solution w* s w h* to 1.1 , there exists a unique weak solution,Ä Ä
‘ w xp s p , p g L 0, T ; H ,Ž . Ž .Ä t
to the adjoint problem
p q D2 p q hp s w* y z in QŽ . tt t
› p
p s s 0 on S0›n
D p q 1 y m B p s 0 on SŽ . 1 1 4.2Ž .
›D p
q 1 y m B p s 0 on SŽ . 2 1›n
p x , y , T s p x , y , T s 0 trans¤ersality conditionŽ . Ž . Ž .t
 4in V = T ,
where the solution is distributionally defined with respect to t. Furthermore,
1
Uh* t s max yM , min y w p x , y , t dV , M . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .H tž /ž /b V
Proof. First, we prove the existence of the solution to the adjoint
equation. This proof differs from the existence of the solution of the state
Ž .equation due to the hp term with h not necessarily weakly differentiablet
and the source term w y z. In the system formulation, the solution to the
adjoint equation formally becomes
T 0AŽ tys.p t s y e ds,Ž .Ä H hp q w y zŽ . st
where A is as in Theorem 2.1. However, this solution is only formal, since
Ž . ‘Ž . Ž w x w x.h t is only in L 0, T . It has been shown see 7 and 19 that the
Ž .solvability of the system 4.2 is equivalent to showing that there exists
‘Žw x .p g L 0, T , H of the formÄ
T 00 0AŽ tys. AŽ tys.p t s yAe q e ds qŽ .Ä H ž /w y zhp hp tŽ .t
in D A 9. 4.4Ž . Ž .
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ŽInitially, we must understand this equation only in the sense of duality i.e.,
w Ž .x .in D A 9 . However, from our fixed-point argument below, we will
Ž .achieve the stronger regularity needed for the well-posedness of 4.2 . To
Ž .find a solution p satisfying 4.4 , we prove the existence of a unique fixedÄ
‘Žw x .point in L 0, T ; H of the map
T 00 0AŽ tys. AŽ tys.Fp t s yAe q e ds q .Ž .Ä H ž /w y zhp hp tŽ .t
w xOne first step is to prove the fixed-point result on T y T , T for T0 0
sufficiently small. We show that
‘ w x ‘ w xF : L T y T , T , H “ L T y T , T ; HŽ . Ž .0 0
is bounded and contractive.
Ž .To show boundedness, consider the hp t term,
0
‘ 25 5s hp L ŽwTyT , T x , L ŽV ..0hp ‘Žw x .L TyT , T ; H0
1r2




s Mess sup y p x , s ds dxŽ .H H tž /ž /V tt
1r2
T 2F Mess sup T p x , s ds dxŽ .H H0 tž /
V tt
1r2
T1r2 2F MT p x , s dx dsŽ .H H0 tž /TyT V0
1r2 5 5 ‘ 2F MT p .L ŽwTyT , T x ; L ŽV ..0 t 0
To complete the boundedness property,
5 5 ‘ 1r2 5 5 ‘ 2Fp F MT pÄ L ŽwTyT x , H . L ŽwTyT , T x ; L ŽV ..0 t0 0
T 0
‘ 25 5q ess sup A ds q T w y zH L ŽwTyT , T x ; L ŽV ..0 0ž /hptt H
T 1r22 ‘ 25 5 5 5F ess sup hp ds q MT pH H ŽV . L ŽwTyT , T x ; L ŽV ..0 t 0
tt
5 5 ‘ 2q T w y z L wTyT , T x ; L ŽV ..0 0
1r2 5 5 ‘ 5 5 ‘F 2 MT p q T w y z ,Ä L ŽwTyT , T x , H . L ŽwTyT , T x ; H .0 00 0
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Ž .the last inequality holding since h s h t . For the contraction property, we
have
5 5 ‘ 1r2 5 5 ‘Fp y Fp F 2 MT p y p ,Ä Ä Ä ÄL ŽwTyT , T x , H . L ŽwTyT , T x ; H .1 2 0 1 20 0
which gives the contraction for T small. Thus we obtain our unique fixed0
w x w xpoint on T y T , T and then apply the argument on T y 2T , T y T .0 0 0
Continuing gives the existence of a unique solution to the adjoint equa-
tion.
« Ž .Let h* q « l be another control in U and let w s w h* q « l be theÄ ÄM
corresponding solution to the state equation. Then since J achieves its
minimum at h*, we have
J h* q « l y J h*Ž . Ž .
0 F lim
q ««“0
w« y w* w« q w* y 2 z b T 2s lim dQ q 2 lh* q « l dtŽ .H Hq ž / ž /« 2 2«“0 Q 0
T
s c w* y z dQ q b h*l dt.Ž .H H
Q 0
Ž .Substituting in from the adjoint equation 4.2 for w* y z and then using
Ž .c PDE 4.1 , we obtain
T T² :0 F c , p dt q a c , p dtŽ .H Ht t
0 0
T
q c h*p dQ q b h*l dtH Ht
Q 0
T T² :s c , p dt q a c , p dtŽ .H Ht t
0 0
T
q c h*pdQ q b h*l dtH Ht
Q 0
T Us l b h* q w p dV dt.Ž .H H tž /0 V
Using a standard control argument based on the choices for the variation
Ž .l t , we obtain the desired characterization for h*:
1
Uh* t s max yM , min y w p x , y , t dV , M .Ž . Ž .H tž /ž /b V
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Last, we prove a uniqueness result for the optimal control.
THEOREM 4.2. For T sufficiently small, there is a unique optimal control.
Proof. We show uniqueness by showing strict convexity of the following
map:
h g U “ J h .Ž .M
This convexity follows from showing for all h, l g U , 0 - e - 1,M
g 0 e ) 0,Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž ..where g e s J e h q 1 y e l s J l q e h y l .
To calculate
J l q e q d h y l y J l q e h y lŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
g 9 e s lim 4.5Ž . Ž .
dd“0
denote
w e s w l q e h y lŽ .Ž .Ä Ä
w e , d s w l q e q d h y l .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä
By an argument like that in Lemma 4.1,
w e , d y w eÄ Ä
e ‘Ä w x' c weak* in L 0, T , HŽ .
d
as d “ 0, and c e satisfies
c e q D2c e s l q e h y l c e q h y l w eŽ . Ž .Ž .t t t t
with zero initial and boundary conditions. Estimating as in Lemma 2.1, for
0 - s - T , we obtain
2e e ec s dV q a c , c sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H t
V
s s2e e eF l q e h y l c dV dt q h y l w c dV dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H H Ht t t
0 V 0 V
s s2 22e eF C c dV dt q h y l w dV dtŽ .Ž . Ž .H H H HM t t
0 V 0 V
s T2 2e 2 M TF C c dV dt q C 1 q 2 MTe h y l dt ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H H HM t 1
0 V 0
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Ž 2 M T .where C depends on M and C 1 q 2 MTe is from Lemma 2.1.M 1
Using Gronwall's Inequality, we obtain
T2 2ec s dV F C h y l dt , 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ht 2
V 0
Ž 2 M T .Ž CM T .with C s C 1 q 2 MTe 1 q C Te .2 1 M
Ž .To calculate g 0 e , we need a second derivative of w with respect to the
control. Similar a priori estimates imply that
Ä eqh Ä ec y c
e ‘ w x' s weak* in L 0, T , HŽ .Ä
h
as h “ 0, and s e satisfies
s e q D2s e s l q e h y l s e q 2 h y l c e ,Ž . Ž .Ž .t t t t
with zero initial and boundary conditions. Estimating in this case gives
2e e es s dV q a s , s sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H t
V
s s2e e e< <F l q e h y l s dV dt q 2 h y l c s dV dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H H H Ht t t
0 V 0 V
s s2 22e eF C s dV dt q h y l c dV dtŽ .Ž . Ž .H H H HM t t
0 V 0 V
2s T2 2eF C s dV dt q C h y l dt ,Ž .Ž .H H HM t 2 ž /0 V 0
Ž .using 4.6 in the last inequality. Using Gronwall's inequality to estimate
2
T2 2e e es s dV q a s , s t F C h y l dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht 3 ž /
V 0
Ž CM T .with C s C 1 q C Te , Poincare's Inequality givesÂ3 2 M
2
T2 2es dQ F TC C h y l dt ,Ž . Ž .H H4 3 ž /žQ 0
where C is from Poincare's Inequality.Â4
Ž .Continuing from 4.5 , we are ready to calculate derivatives of g. We
have
T 2e eg 9 e s c w y z dQ q b h y l l q e h y l dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
Q 0
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For the second derivative, we have
g 9 e q h y g 9 eŽ . Ž .
g 0 e s limŽ .
hh“0
1 T 2eqh eqh e es lim c w y z y c w y z dQ q b h y l dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H Hž /hh“0 Q 0
1r2 1r2
T2 2 2e eG y s dQ w y z dQ q b h y l dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H H Hž / ž /Q Q 0
T 2G b y TC C h y l dtŽ . Ž .H4 3
0
which gives the desired result for T sufficiently small.
Remark. One can also obtain the strict convexity of the objective
functional and the resulting uniqueness of the optimal control if one
Žassumes that b is sufficiently large as opposed to assuming T is suffi-
.ciently small . Note that the condition that T be sufficiently small also
occurs in the uniqueness of optimal controls for solutions of the optimality
w x w xsystems in wave equations 21 , parabolic equations 8 , and plate equations
w x5 .
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